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Abstract. We review the experimental observationsof meter scaleplas•na irregularities in the auroral E region and the status of their theoretical understanding.
Most of the experimental data is derived from VHF radar scatter experiments,
but soundingrockets also provide crucial information not obtainable from radars.
Linear theories correctly predict the altitude of occurence,strong magneticaspect
sensitivity, marginal instability, and typical phasevelocities. Subsequentnonlinear
theories have been developedto account for other observedfeatures but with less
satisfyingapplication. Further understandingof auroral electrojet irregularitiesis
impeded by precisionlimitations of existing instruments,by radar data which may
seemincompatible, by the usually poor knowledgeof the ambient conditionsduring

theseexperiments,and by someconfusionin the nomenclattu'e
(e.g. "type 2") used
to describethe irregularities. We hope to clarify someof these experimentaland
theoretical

issues. We will discuss observational

"facts" that need to be refined and

point out weaknessesof existing theories or their common interpretations. Finally,
we will outline some avenuesfor future experimental and theoretical pursuit.
Introduction

trojet irregularities, suchas auroral arcs, airglow, radio
emissions,and radio absorptionin the lower ionosphere,
In a remarkablymodernexperiment,Eckersley[1937] attract considerableattention in their own right. The
detectedand correctly interpreted strong 9-MHz radar gradual acquisitionof a databasesuitable for statistireturns as scatter from the upper atmosphere. By cal analysisoffers great hope for the future; as natural

transmittinga doublepulsewith varyinglag, he was examplesof almost-two-dimensionalturbulence,the auable to estimatethe echocorrelationtime (a few milliseconds);
by comparingthe phaseof scatteredsignals
arriving on two antennas,Eckersleydeducedthat the
echoesoriginatedat an altitude above100 km and be-

roral and equatorial electrojets are extremely interest-

ing. Ionosphericirregularitiescausescintillation(fading) of radio communicationand radio navigationsig-

Papernumber96JA02404.

nMs, so refinedunderstandingof this natural turbulence
has great practical importance. Finally, increment&l
progressin a difficult field is, after all, progress.
Our goal is to clarify the state of observationaland
theoretical knowledgeof meter-scaleplasma irregularities found in the auroral E region. We hope this summary will provokean effort to rationalize nomenclature
used by experts in the field while also introducingthe
phenomenon,experiments, and theoriesto those lessfa.miliar with the field. We will begin by outlining purely
experimental observations,and commentingon the ca.
pabilities and limitations of radar and soundingrocket
instrumentation. Becausethe majority of work revolves
around radar studies, we will emphasizeradar resultsin
this report. After adding a summary of linear and nonlinear theory we'll concludewith a critique of common
interpretation and suggestsomeexperimentsfor the fi•-

0148-0227/96/96JA-02404509.00

ture.

low 300 km; this is a descriptionof the main functionality of the ScandinavianTwin Auroral Radar Experiment (STARE) VHF radar. By the late 1950sandearly
1960sthis scatteringwas understoodin terms of large
amplitude ion soundwavesat E region heightsexcited
by electron drift through nearly stationary ions. These
early theoriesand experimentsaccountfor mostof what
we know about "auroral electrojet irregularities."
Nevertheless,the last 30 years'effortshavenot been
wasted. Many usefuland cleverradar experimentshave
beenperformedduring this period, and incoherentscatter and soundingrocketstudiesbelongentirelyto these
3 decades. Phenomena which are coincident with elec-
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Radar observations over the Canadian prairie have

been performedby a unique multistatic coherentradar,
permitting a numberof observations
at differentaspect
After the early radar experimentsof Eckerslevand angles, latitudes, oblique scatteringgeometries,and
[ Watermannet al., 1989,Koehler
others[Harangand Landmark,1938],therewasa lull evendual frequencies
in activity during and immediately after the Second et al., 1990,Kustovet al., 1994]. Very recently,STARE
capability[Ierkicet al.,
World War. Many radar experimentsthat probed the gaineda verticalinterferometric
ionosphereduring the 1950s,primarily at high latitudes 1992]. Hanuiseet al. [1993]have usedthe Syst•me
(seereferences
within Leadabrand
et al. [1965]),J es- HF d'EtudesRadar Polaireset Aurorales(SHERPA) to
tablished many important parametersof ionosphericir- perform detailed studiesof the power spectrumand auregularities. Particularly strongechoeswereobserved tocorrelation function of high-latitude decameter-scale
in the vicinity of the northern and southernauror•e,so ionosphericirregularities. Recently, the Millstone Hill,
the high-latitudescatteris sometimescalledthe "radar Sondrestr0mFjord, and EISCAT incoherentscatter fa.Observations

cilities

aurora" or "radio aurora."

have made

some measurements

of decimeter-

Leadabrandet al. [1965]performedmultifrequency scale irregularities, establishingthe scattering crossobservationsof the northern radar aurora, establishing sectionand aspectangle sensitivityfrom perpendiculartheir altitude and field-alignedcharacterquite precisely. ity to the incoherentscattersignalfloor [St.-Mauriceet
Unwin[1967]useda 50-MHz LloydsMirror interferom- al., 1989; del Pozo et al., 1993; Moorcroft and Schlegel.,
1990].
Beginning in the mid-1960s, soundingrocketswere
teringlayerin the sourthernauroralzone(seealsowork
missions(seeTaby Greenwald
et al. [1973],and Ogawaet al. [1982]). flown with auroral E region-specific
In the early 1970s, auroral VHF radar measurements ble 1). Soundingrocketsprovide direct in situ meafrom Alaskaprovidednew informationon the Doppler surementsof electric fields, backgrounddensities,and
eter to establish the altitude and thickness of the scat-

characteristics of auroral echoesand their relationship fluctuation densities. To this day there is no robust
to auroralvisualformsandcurrentsystems[e.g.,Green- theory for the amplitude of density fluctuations assowaldet al., 1973,1975a,b]. STARE [Greenwald
et al., ciated with radar backscatter, so all knowledgeof the
1978]producedmapsof 1-mirregularities
overmuchof absolute level of fluctuations is derived from sounding
the Scandinavianpeninsula. Ruohoniemiand Moorcroft rockets;this information is quite distinct from the scat[1985]usedthe HomerRadar (Alaska)to investigatetering cross-sectionmeasurementsmentioned above.

the altitude of 35-cm irregularities. A wide variety of

Coherent

and incoherent

scatter

radars

have been

radar observations have been made over Canada with

teamed to simultaneously study the plasma parame-

a 50-MHz radar [Haldoupisand Sofko,1979, Koehler
et al., 1990, Haldoupiset al., 1995]. In the mid-1980s
the Cornellgroupbegana seriesof studieswith a 50MHz pulse-moderadar interferometerwhich produces
powerspectraand some"imaging"within the relatively
narrowradar beam [Providakeset al., 1985,Sahr et al.,
1992].

ters while alsostudyingturbulence[Providakes
et al.,
1988]. More recently,soundingrocketshavebeenflown

_

through the commonvolumeobservedby coherentand
incoherentscatterradars[Pfaff et al., 1992,Roseet al.,

1992]. Excellentreviewsof coherentradar observations
and capabilitiesare providedby Haldoupis[1989]and
Hanuise[1983].

Table 1. A Partial List of SoundingRocketsWhich Have Probed the
Auroral E Region
year
1964
1970
1970
1972
1973
1974
1977
1978
1979
1979
1981
1952
1984
1988
1989
1989

project
AD-II-52
VB-31
S70/1, S70/2
S-210JA 8-10
S-210JA 16-18
SEC 1
PorcupineII
F-47, F-48
PorcupineIII
PorcupineIV
Auroral E (A19.903)
34.008
38.001
21.097
21.100,21.096
ROSE

citation
McNamara [1969]
Kelley and Mozer [1973]
Ungstrup[1973]
Ogawaet al. [1976]
Ogawaet al. [1976]
P•cseli et al. [1989]
Mallinckrodt[1980],Mallinckrodtand Carlson[1985]
Thraneand Grandal[1981]
Pfaff [1986]
Pfaff [1986]
Pfaff [1986]
Labelleet al. [1986]
Pfaff [1986]
Pfaff et al. [1992]
Pfaff et al. [1992]
Roseet al. [1992]

Someof thesedataarefromPfaff[ 1986]. We concentrate
on thoseflightsdesignedto studytheE

regionspecifically;
manymoreflightshavepassed
through
theE regiononthewayto higheraltitudes.
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Several other radio remote sensingtechniques,prin-

cipally riometers,ionosondes,
are usefulin studyingir-
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may be helpful to refer to Figure 1 to see the experimental geometryfor backscatterradars.

regularities
in theionosphere
(c•.a bookbyHunsucker 1. E regionaltitude: Radar experimentshaveestab[1991]andan appendix
to the bookby Kelley[1989]). lishedthe echosourcein the lowerE region(95-125kin).
Thesetoolsdetect particle precipitation,overalldensity
structure,and perturbationsof the magneticfield due
to ionosphericcurrents. We are concernedwith direct
observationof the meter-scaleirregularities,so we will
concentrate on rocket and coherent scatter radar data..

Knowledge Derived From Experiments

This information is derived in two ways: from a "con-

ventional" narrow antenna beam [Leadabrandet al.,
1965, Ruohoniemi and Moorcroft, 1985] and from interferometry[ Unwin,1967,Sahr et al., 1991].
2. Meter scale plasma density irregularity: Above
100 km altitude the tenuous neutral atmosphere cannot scatter detectable amounts of radio wave energy.

Furthermore,Thomson(incoherent)scatterfrom ionosphericplasmais quite weak,soBragg-likescatterfrom
largeperturbationsor irregularitiesin the plasmadensity mustbe the sourceof the coherentechoes.For VHF
radars this implies the existenceof meter-scaleirregularities;more precisely,the spatial Fouriertransformof
the plasma density has significantamplitude in wave

We now briefly describethe experimental foundation
upon which our understandingof auroral electrojetirregularitiesrests. We distinguishbetweenradar- and
spacecraft-derived
information, concentratingon observations which are "fundamental" in that they tell us
somethingabout the irregularitieswithout relyingupon number k •- I m -x.
any theoryof the irregularities.In a subsequent
section
3. Latitude distribution' The strongest E region
we will describe some of the experimental challenges
echoesoccur at latitudes near 65ø north and south; (lurthat limit the precisionof measurements.
ing magneticallydisturbedconditions,the scatteringregion extendsequatorward.A very similarphenomenon
Knowledge Derived From Radar

occursat themagnetic
equator[FejerandKelley,1980].

Most of our experimental measurementsof auroral
4. Local time occurence'High-latitude radar echoes
electrojetirregularitiesarisesfrom "coherent"radar ob- are detectedat any time of day but are mostpronounced
servationssimply becausethere have been many more near local magneticmidnight.
radio studiesthan in situ experiments. The term "co5. Correlation with auroral phenomena: Backscatter
herent scatter" is used to distinguishtheseobservations is frequently observedin conjunctionwith observations
from "incoherent" or "Thomson scatter"; the primary of the visual Aurora. and ionosphericelectric currents
difference is that auroral electrojet irregularities have [Greenwals
et al., 1973;Providakes
et al.,, 1985].
an enormousscatteringcrosssectioncomparedto ther6. Nonstationarity: The timescalefor statistical stamal fluctuations. Many of the results below have been tionarity may be as little as a few seconds,but a few
describedin a large number of papers. Here we specifi- minutesis typical(seeFigure3 [Providakes,
1985;Sahr,
cally mention only someof the most recent studies. It 19901
.
7. Threshold electric field: Meter-scale auroral E re-

6ff'N

Polar Cap

gionirregularitiesare observedonly whenthere is sut:
ficiently large ambientperpendicularelectricfield >_20
mV/m [Haldoupis
et al., 1990;FejerandKelley,,1980].

63øN

AuroralZone

Mid Latitude/SubAuroral

8. Characteristic Doppler velocity: Although the
data are highlyvariable,the observedDopplershiftsare

roughlyproportional
to theradaroperating
frequency

Eregiog
.....
____-___-__-__
•

•

[Greenwald
et al., 1975c;Watermann
et al., 1989].Thus
the spectraarebettercharacterized
by velocity(meters
per second)than by frequency
(hertz). Apparentphase
'--....ar100
km velocitieslie primarilyfrom 0 to 500 m/s, althoughexamplesapproaching
1500m/s areknown[Providakes
et

SlantRange

al., 1988; Haldoupis and Nielsen, 1989b; $ahr et al.,
19891.
9. Flow angle effects' The averageDoppler shift is
Figure 1.
Typical coherentscatter radar geome- zero when the radar wave vector is perpendicular to the
try for northern high latitude backscatter. The radio plasmadrift velocity and increasesas the angle (flow
wavesmust encounterthe irregularitieswhile propagat- angie)betweenk and Va decreases.
Type 1 echoes(deingnearlyperpendicular
(-• 4-2ø) to the magneticfield, scribedbelow)are seenwhenthe radar wavevectorhas
or very little scatteroccurs.For VHF and UHF frequen-

component
parallelto Va. At VHF (but
cies(forwhichthereis little refraction)the scatter•nay an appreciable

occur as close as 400 km or as distant as 1200 km. The

not at UHF) frequenciesthe power also increasesas

location of the auroral zone can vary widely, of course. the flow angle decreases.Note that this observationrequiresindependentlyknowing the direction of the electron drift, which can be provided from measurements
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Volume ScatteringCrossSection

time variability[FejerandProvidakes,
1987].Veryhigh

0dB
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:: .... ::.',;...;•.....

Scatter

.

.........
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range resolution has been achieved in the equatorial
electrojet, and the scatter is structured on scalesas fine

as 100 m [Swartzand Farley, 1994]. While suchfine
-80dB
Scatter

.?.' : .:: ::

Seatmr

Scatter

Magnetic Field

Figure 2.
A schematicillustrating the enormous
difference in scattering cross section between Thomson scatter and electrojet irregularities. Only a thin
disk perpendicularto B providesstrong scatter. It is
remarkable that incoherent scatter radars can perform

structure is quite likely in the auroral zone, the finest
range resolutionat high latitudes is approximately5 km

(cf. Providakeset el., 1988). The very largescattering
crosssection suggeststhat multiple scatter may play

an importantrolein interpretingthe radar data [Donoven and Moorcroft,1992]. This has an implicationin
preciselystating item 2, above.
Many modernradaxexperimentsprovideestimatesof
the powerspectrumof the scatter,not merelythe power
and mean Doppler velocity. A nomenclatureof "types"
has been adopted which characterizesthe first and sec-

ondmoments
(meanDopplerandDopplerwidth)ofthe

spectra. Examples of several power spectra are shown
in Figure 3, and a classificationtemplate developedby
$ahr [1990] for determiningecho "type" is shownin
conventional incoherent scatter measurements while coFigure 4. Another figure illustrating the high range
herent scatter radars see enormous scatter at a similar
and time variability of the spectrais shownin Figure5.
wavelengthand in the samevolume[Providakes
et el., Theoreticalinvestigations
havebeendevotedto explain1988].
ing the featuresof the spectra;we reviewthe highlights

of electricfield (satellite,soundingrocket, or incohment scatter;seeEglitis et al. [1996]).
10. Correlation time: VHF irregularitieshave correlation times ranging from 0.5 to 20 ms, corresponding
to spectralwidthsthat may be as largeas 1000m/s.
11. High aspectsensitivity: The strongestscatter is

ERRRIS

i

[

ß

observed when the bisector of the incident and scattered

radio waveis perpendicularto the magneticfield. Scatterers with this property are said to be "highly field
aligned" with respect to the magnetic field, just as a
surfacewater wavesare highly field alignedwith respect
to gravity. Roughly speaking,the echoesare observed
within about 2ø of the plane perpendicular to B. Several radar experiments have established the rapid decreaseof echo strength as the aspect angle increases.

....
-400

1994]. Thesemeasurements
showthe scatteringcross
sectionto be 50--80 dB strongerthan incoherentscatter (illustratedin Figure 2). Strongechoesat 50 MHz
have a total volume scatteringcrosssectionof roughly

.i'

3 March

1989

Ill I mean
velocity
signifioantly
larger
thanCs

__

0

llJ[[narrow
spectral
width

'lve
large
cross
seetim
k• r•l•

Ir•

400

800

DopplerV½1odty,

i
-800

-400

0

Type3

meanvelocity200-300m/s
narrowspectralwidth
largecrosssection

400

800

DopplerVelocity,m/s
i

•

Kustovet al. [1994]and Fosteret al. [1992]havealso
studied the variation of Doppler velocity with aspect
angle.
12. Total scattering crosssection: Radars which are
amplitude calibrated can measurethe absolute scattering cross section [Foster et al., 1992; Kustov et al.,

2 18:20

Type
2
meanvelocitylessthanCs
broadspeelralwidth
small cross section
very common

-800

-400

0

400

800

DopplerV½loeity,

Type 1

_i

-400

0

I
400

meanvelocitynearCs
narrowspectralwidth
largecrosssection
[ fairly common
80O

DopplerVelodty,

10 m2/km3, consistent
with incoherentscattermeasurements(J. D. Sahr, privatecommunication,
1991). Figure 3. Examplesof four differentechotypes. The

These scattering crosssectionsare best interpreted as most common nomenclaturelists four "types" based
a lower bound, since it is not clear that the scatterers upon the mean Doppler velocityand the spectralwidth.
These examplesare "typical" in that they are not parfill the beam.
ticularly clean. All occurredin one 20-s window. The
13. Large scale turbulence: VHF radar interferom- data are drawnfrom a 50-MHz radar (CUPRI) as part
eter measurements indicate that the meter-scale waves
of the E RegionRocketRadar IncoherentScatter(ERusually come from highly localizedregionswith high RRIS) experimentdescribed
by Pfaff et al. [1992]).
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Templatefor Power SpectraClassification
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borne and ground-basedoptical instrumentsreadily observeairglow associatedwith Auroral emissionsin the
E region, however, the optical auror•e and the radar
aurora are not directly coupled.
Numerous soundingrockets have penetrated the E
region, and superb knowledgeof the structure of the
turbulent E region has been obtained for very brief pe-

f-
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'•':"......
'"'•'
'.......•;iiiF'"'"':':'"':"":•-----':- -•:•I
Ca/2 Ca
2 C••'
Mean DopplerVelocity

riodsof time. A partiallistof auroral'sounding
rocket

Figure 4. Template for determining electrojet echo
"type" based upon the Doppler width and the mean flightsis given in Table 1, and somefundamentalobserDoppler velocity. This template, representingempirical vations are summarized below. A schematic of a sounding rocket payloadwith E field boomsand plasmadenpractice, should be interpreted quite loosely.
sity probe is shownin Figure 6.
1. Density fluctuations: The auroral E region is rebelow. For the moment we merely state that at high markably turbulent; the densityfluctuations(SN) arlatitudes there is no firm justification for the template proach 1•10 of the ambient density[Primidahl, 1989;
of Figure 4, and there will be considerabledisagreement Pfaff et al., 1992;Roseet al., 1992]!
about the template we present.
2. Threshhold electric field: Soundingrockets with
electric field probes provide precise measurements of
Knowledge Derived From Spacecraft
the large and small scale vector electric fields, and obThe E region is not directly accessibleby satellitesbe- serve irregularities when the ambient electric field excauseorbits rapidly decayat suchlow altitudes. Space- ceedsabout 20 mV/•n.

ERRRIS 2 - 4 secondaverages
seconds after 1820 on 3 March 1989
11

457[•

15

18

[•. [•

22

25

[$• [•

29

[•

32

[•

g
439•
[,.•
••••
•433•••••••
427••••••••••

36

39

[• [•

43

[•

•[•[•
••

421 •••••••••

415

•••••••••

391••••••••••
DopplerVelocity, [-800 m/s, 800 m/s]
Figure 5. Somehigh-resolution
powerspectraovernorthernScandinavia.
derivedfrom a 50MHz radar. The spectraare computedevery4 s (incoherentaverages
of 8) every6 km in range.
All of the variousspectral "types" are represented,and the nonstationarityis evident even on
this short timescale.The data are drawn from a CUPRI experiment(after $ahr [1990,Figure

6.9];the experiment
is described
by Pfaff et al. [1992]).
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PlasmaDensityProbe

Electric Field Booms

radarswhilethe radarsareoperating.Furthermore,
the
phase speedsand directions are consistentbetween in

situ and coherentradar data. Giventhe presentstateof
theoreticalunderstanding,this is not surprising.However, it is important to realize that this point has been
established.

Electric Field Booms

lm
i

i

2. Strong spatial inhomogeneity:It is possiblefor
the soundingrockettrajectoryto passthroughregions
of little turbulencewhileradarsobservestrongscatter.
In other words,the radar scatteringvolumeis not very
(statistically)stationaryin spaceor time, at leastwith
respect to the capabilities of modern instruments.

Figure 6. A schematicof a "genericmodern"sounding rocket payload showingmultiple boomswith mul- Experimental

Challenges

tiple plasmacontactsand a plasmadensityprobe(of
whichthere may be several). There will generallybe
In order to test and construct theories of auroral elecotherinstrumentsaboardaswell: vectormagneticfield,
energeticpartical detectors,VLF receivers,etc: Such trojet irregularities, we hope to have accessto accupayloadstypically rotate about once per second;the rate, precisedata. However,severalfundamentalbarriaxis may or may not be alignedwith B.
ers challengeexperimentalists,and may especiallyconfound theorists who depend upon the data. Two imperativesfall out immediately.Theoristsshouldalways
3. Wavephasevelocities:Althoughit is difficult,rea,- consultthe experimentalistsabout their interpretations
sonableestimatesof the phasevelocity of electrostatic of the data; Experimentalistsshouldattempt to provide
waves can be made by correlatingmultiple measure- parameters which are of use to theorists.
ments of electric fields, especiallywith "interferometer"

Many experiments are "event driven" rather than sta-

electricfieldbooms.The measurements
showa predom- tistically driven. Thus extreme events receive conceninant meter scalewave travelling in the E x B direction trated effort. It is possiblethat the communityas a
at the E x B drift velocity.
4. Sinusoidalstructures: Soundingrocketsmay ob-

whole has a biased view of the "normal" radar aurora.

servea largescale(-,• 500--4000m) sinusoidal
structure Radar Experimental Challenges
in the electrojet.

Traditional

radar scatter measurements of the radar

5. Differential structure: Soundingrocketsobserve aurora sufferfrom three kinds of difficulties:signal
distinctly
different
spectral
signatures
onthetopand processingproblemsassociatedwith range,time, and
bottomlimitsof the instabilityregion[Pfaff,1986;Pfaff Dopplershift (the delaycoordinate);problemsassociet al., 1992].
atedwith transverse
measurements
(angleof arrival);
6. Fine altitude structure: There is substantial structure on hundred-meter and kilometer scales within the

andgroundclutterandinterference
andsignalstrength

irregularity region.
7. Strong field alignment: It is apparent that the
wave parallel electric fields are much smaller than the

high latitudes E regionirregularitiescan be observed

perpendicular fields.

(signalamplitude).
Range and power spectrum estimation issues. At

all the way to the horizon,a slantrangeof 1200km,
or about an 8-ms delay. The Dopplervelocityis usually lessthan 1500m/s; at 50 MHz thiscompels
a pulse

8. Energeticevents: Auroral irregularitiesare frequentlyobservedin or adjacentto regionsof energetic repetition period lessthan onceper millisecondto avoid
particle precipitation. Note that precipitationcan also frequencyaliasing.However,both conditionscannotbe
be detectedby satellitesflyingwellabovethe E region. met, a fundamentalcontradictionwhichpreventsmeasuringthe true rangeand correctpowerspectrumwithJoint Rocket/Radar Experiments
out ambiguity,at leastwhenusingordinarytime series
There havebeentwo recentexperimentalcampaigns analysis.
in which coherent and incoherent scatter radars obThis problemis addressedin differentways. Ulservedthe same volumeof spacein which sounding timately, somethingmust be sacrificed,suchas time
rocketswereflown[Pfaffet al., 1992;Roseet al., 1992]. or frequencyresolution,or perhapsabsolutecertainty
These experiments are difficult to coordinate and ex- about the range or the power spectrum. The differpensiveto perform;it is remarkablethat they havebeen ent approachescomplicatedetailedcomparisons
of the
performed at all.
differentradars' data difficult. A brief surveyof the
1. Apparent similarity of radar and rocket data methodsis shownin Table2, asa warningto theorists.
sources:Soundingrocketsdetect enoughdensityperAs a particularexampleof a pitfall, Figure3 shows
turbation to accountfor the scatterobservedby small doublepeakedspectraat manyranges,particularlynear
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Table 2. The Major Classesof Radar Operating Methods Used by CoherentScatter
Radars

High-Resolution

Technique
Instruments
ACF

STARE*, SuperDARN
t

CW
Canadian
multistatic
s
Pulsemode CUPRIõ
Powermap HLMSô
Instrument

Alias-Free?

TimeVelocity
Range Velocity
Range
no

no

no

yes

yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
n.a.

no
yes
yes

yes
yes
n.a.

yes
no
yes

Full Name and Scattering Center
Cornell University Portable Radar Interferometer;
southern Canada; also Greenland, northern Scandinavia
ScandinavianTwin Auroral Radar Experiment;

CUPRI (50 MHz)

STARE (140 MHz)

northern

SAPPHIRE (50 MHz)
HLMS (50 MHz)

north

SuperDARN (12 MHz)

Scandinavia

SaskatchewanAuroral Polarimetric Phased Array
IonosphericRadar Experiment; north-central Canada
High Latitude Monitoring Station;
central

Alaska

Super Dual Aurora[ Radar Network;
most of the northern polar cap and some of the southern

390 km. A careful study of the data showsthat the

magnetic field at high latitudes, all echoesare neces-

highervelocitypeakwasrangealiasedto 690 km [Sahr sarily observed within about 15ø of the horizon. This
et al., 1991]. Thus onecouldbe misledinto developing meansthat the ground image is very important; primara theory to predict double-peakedspectrawhenthey do
not, in fact, exist(in this data set). A moredetaileddiscussionof radar operating modes, receiver topologies,
and signalprocessingalgorithmsis beyondthe scopeof
this article. Unfortunately there is no good singlereference for coherentradar techniquesfor ionosphericapplications, but the interestedreader is directed to work by

Brekke[1977],$kolnik[1990],Farley [1969],and Hunsucker[1991].
Transverse

resolution.

Additional

information

about

the irregularities can be extracted from the structure of
the scatter perpendicular to the radar beam. All theories predict a relatively narrow altitude range and magnetic aspect angle. Furthermore the horizontal structure near auroral arcs is quite important.

Becausethe VHF operatingwavelengthis large (several meters),it is very difficult(and expensive)to buihi
a high gain antenna that can be steered to provide
fine azimuth and elevation information. Thus angular resolution at VHF is always derived from multiple
antenna

methods.

For azimuthal

measurements

two

distinct methods are used: filled aperture "imaging"
antenna systems(STARE, Swedenand Britain Radar
Experiment (SABRE), SaskatchewanAuroral Polarimetric Phased Array Ionospheric Radar Experiment

ily, it acts in sucha way as to eliminate the effectivegain
on the horizonfor both polarizations.Althoughthe low
gain on the horizon is awkward, there are two other
problems which are more serious. First, refraction is
maximized for suchlow elevation angles. Second,interferometric elevation angle estimatesare a strong function of the moderate conductivity of the the ground,
especiallyif the antennas are at different heights above
ground.
Signal amplitude. There are severalproblemsassociated with the amplitude of the receivedsignals. VHF

radars cannot (yet) estimate the absolutescattering
crosssection with any reliability. The broad antenna
pattern, unknown system constant, and ground image
all contribute very large uncertainty to any estimatesof
the scattering crosssection.
In addition, the amplitude information my alsobe degraded by unwanted signalsarisingfrom ground clutter
and other interference. Ground clutter arisesfrom any
signal detected by the radar receiverswhich has scattered from an undesiredtarget. For a variety of reasons,
ground clutter is rarely a problem in auroral coherent
scatter radar. On the other hand, interferencecan be

quite troublesome. Interfering signalsmay be generated by the radar itself or by external sources.In the
(SAPPHIRE), SuperDARN) using an evenly spaced authors' experienceinterferencealmost always appears
array; and interferometricmethods(Cornell Univer- as a narrowband signalwhich is relatively simple to recsity Portable Radar Interferometer(CUPRI)) usinga ognize and remove.
sparse,irregular array of antennas. Elevation measureComparison of Radar Capabilities
ments are more difficult still, and only interferometric
There really is no simple way to compare the capamethodsareused(CUPRI, STARE [Ierkicet al., 1992];
bilities of the severalinstruments,but we have sketched
seealsowork by Unwin[1967]).
volumesof representativespace,time, and velocity resBecauseof the strong field-alignednature of the irregularities and the steep inclination of the terrestrial olution and suggested
the differinggeographiccoverage
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Figure 7. A roughcomparison
of the differingcapabilities
of the mostimportantVHF radars
usedfor high-latitudeelectrojetstudies.In general,the smallerthe rectangles,
the better the
resolution
in space,time,andvelocity.However,
in achieving
highresolution
in all theparameters,
CUPRI sufferspotentialambiguities
in rangeandvelocity(upperrightpanel).

in Figure 7. The differingresolutionsand coveragehave
no doubt been the sourceof rather different interpretations of the data. Large range resolutionsmooths
fine detail; CUPRI's narrow beam width may providea
confusing"slit" through which east-westconvectionis
viewed.

One of the most significantdata interpretation difficulties arises from the substantially different range,
time, and Doppler resolutions of the coherent scatter
radars. In Figure 7 we've sketchedthe "typical" resolution volumesof severalradars used to study auroral
electrojet irregularities. This figure showsonly "typical" performance,as each radar can vary its operating
parametersrather widely. In particular, the Dopplervelocity resolutionof the STARE systemis approximately

The differentresolutionvolumescausesignificantdisagreementsaboutirregularities.A goodexamplehasrecently arisenwith regard to type 4 echoes.The 50-MHz
radars agree on the existenceof suchtype 4 waves,and
some workershave noticed that type 4 echoestend to
appear simultaneouslywith type I echoesin the Cana.
dian radar data set. They have thus concludedthat
there is some sort of mechanism which favors such si-

multaneousappearance[Haldoupisand $chlegel,1990;
Haldoupiset al., 1991; St.-Mauriceet al., 1994]. On
the other hand, CUPRI data doesnot showsuchtype
1/type4 coincidence.
Sincethe CUPRI rangeresolution
is much finer than the Canadianrange resolution,one
can surmisethat the type I echoesand type 4 echoes
may occur at the sametime but at significantlydiffer300 m/s, whichis comparable
to the ion acousticspeed. ent locations. This introducesa new problem, which
The mean of a STARE spectrum can be calculatedre- is to find a mechanismwhich generatestype I echoes

liably and precisely; however, in the absenceof a the- in one region and type 4 echoes10 or more kilometers
ory of spectral shape the equivalent velocity resolution distant.

is only about one datum every 300 m/s. This coarse

resolution is in contrast to the relatively fine velocity Sounding Rocket Experimental
resolutionof the CUP RI and Canadian systems,which Challenges
are typically operated in a way that producesresolution
of the order 10 m/s.
Soundingrocketsprovide vital in situ measurements
Althoughthe CUPRI systemprovidesthe highestres- of the DC and perturbationelectricfields,magnetic
olution by far, it would be incorrect to concludethat it fields,densitiesand densityfluctuations,and perhaps
is the "best" instrument.

Its small resolution

volume

comesat the expenseof range and frequencyaliasing
problems.The STARE resolutionvolumeis large, but
STARE providesexcellentwide area coverageof irregularity distribution and electric field maps. The poor
range resolution of the Canadian prairie CW systems
is balanced by excellent resolution in spectrum and no
frequency aliasing problems.

other parameterssuchas composition,temperature,
and energeticparaticleprecipitation.Soundingrockets
perform mostly spatial samplingover a short periodof
time, while radarsperformtime samplingaveragedover
a fixed volumeof space.Like radars,soundingrockets
presentnumerousexperimental challenges.
1. Episodicnature: Soundingrocketsare expensive
andarelaunchedinfrequently.A singleflightmaydwell
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in the E region for 2 min at most. The consciouschoice
to launch a soundingrocket into a specificevent •nay
bias understandingof the "normal" ionosphere.
2. Vechicle charging and wake effects: The moving payload body will acquire an electrostaticcharge
and leave a wake which may affect the performanceof
plasma-sensing
instrumentssuchas electricfield probes
and Langmuir probes.

3.
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Linear Theory

Fluid and kinetic linear theoriesproducenearly identica• results for irregularity wavelengthsgreater than
few tens of centimeters. Most of the linear theory
has been basedupon fluid theory, althoughthe offõ-

ina• development
was kinetic [Farley,1963](seework
by Stubbe[1989],P•cseli et al. [1989],Gurevichet al.
Payload
orientation:
Thepayload
attitude
can [1995],and Dimant and Sudan[1995]for recentkinetic

usuallybe computedto accuraciesof a few degrees;because electric fields parallel to B are small compared
to the perpendicular fields, the important parallel fields
have not been measured.Payloadswith active attitude
control periodically interfere with plasma instrumenta-

theory efforts). Most linear fluid theories are closed
beyond the momentumequation using a perfect gas
law for the electronsand ions; notable exceptionsare
thoseby RobinsonandHonary[1993]andKissacket al.

[1995]. The fundamentalmodelcontainsweaklycollisional, magnetizedelectrons,collisionalunmagnetized
tion.
4. Spatial aliasingin electricfield measurements:The ions,ambientelectricfield, and an ambientdensitygraelectrostatic potential difference between two plasma
contacts with known spatial separationprovideselectric field estimates. If two probesare separatedby one
wavelength,the potentialsare identicaland the simplistic measurementwill be zero, which is incorrect. Probes
cannot be placed too near the payload or spacecralt
chargeand wake will injure the measurements;
typical
probe separationsare tens of centimetersto a few me-

dient. Electron-neutral

and ion-neutral

collisions dom-

inate collisionsamong plasma species.The linear fluid
theory is fairly simple and has the virtue of explaining many observedfeatures;a physicalrationale is pre-

sentedhere (with the benefitof hindsight!).
When the ionosphere
is homogeneous,
the onlysource

of free energy is the ambient electric field. If we break
the density into backgroundand perturbation quantities
N - No q-n, and the electron drift into an E x B
ters.
drift
and perturbation velocity U• - Va + u•, we ca.•
5. Frame of reference: Sounding rocket payloads
write
in the E region typically travel at speedssomewhat tion asthe Fouriertransformedelectroncontinuityequagreaterthan but comparableto ion-acousticirregular(• - k ßVa) n - N0k ßu•
(1)
ity speeds.Thus the payloadtrajectory is only approximately space-like(passingrapidlythrougha "constant" In the limit of infiniteelectronmagnetization,
the right-

medium). This complicates
analysis,especially
for pay-

hand side is zero, and we have the simpledispersion

relation
loads whosetrajectory is parallel to the electrondrift.
6. Interference: Soundingrockets compressmany
electronicpayloadsinto a small volume with a common
To the extent that the electronfluid is not completely
power sourceand data system; this introducesmany
magnetized(or the perturbationelectricfield not quite
opportunitiesfor spurioussignalsin the data.
parallelto k), the right-handsidewill modifythis disMany of the problemsoutlined above have been mepersion relation. It is reasonableto supposethat the
diated by cleverdesignand thoughtfulanalysis.In par- waves will grow if their phase speed exceedsthe ion
ticular, "interferometric"electric field probes provide acoustic speed, and that otherwise the waves will demultiple independentelectrostaticpotential baselinesto

cay. If we expressthe sensitivityto suchLandaudampresolveambiguitiesand vectordirections[Labelleand ing througha parameter/• ) O,the dispersionrelation
Kintner, 1989; Pfaff et al., 1992]. ] Technological
imcould be modified simply as follows:
provementsmay enablethe constructionof very light
weightpayloads,permitting frequentuseof inexpensive
- k.
(3)
small soundingrocket motors and gun launches.
This dispersion
relationis almostexactlyrightfor waves

Theoretical Understanding
Considerable

theoretical

effort has been devoted to

the study of theseirregularities,with somesuccess.The
irregularities are well understoodto be large amplitude
ion-acousticturbulence moving in approximately the
electron drift frame. But the results are not nearly as
satisfying as incoherent scatter theory, for which the
magnitude and spectral form are extremely well understood. Numerical simulationsare increasinglyimportant and may very well provide the best complete
theoretical understandingwe can hope to attain.

propagatingperpencidicularto the magneticfield.

A morecompleteexpression
is providedby Fejer and
Providakes[1987] (see referenceswithin their section

2.1), whosenotationwe slightlymodify. Restricting
our attention to the lower E region(from which most
echoesseemto arise), an appropriatesolutionto the
dispersionrelationfor waveswith wavelengthgreater
than a few meters and less than a few hundred meters

can be stated in the followingway:
1

a•- 1+--•k.
Va

(4)
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well. Examiningthe dispersionrelation (5) for 7 > 0
revealsthe unstableregion of k spaceto be fan-shaped
perpendicular to B, with the center of the fan in the

7•- l+•b
Here wk is the radian frequencymeasuredin the frame

E x B direction.

of the ions (which is almostthe sameas the neutral
5. Stableregion:Outsidethe linearlyunstableregion
wind), and 7 > 0 is the growthrate associated
with the the methodof excitationis not understoodin detail,but
wave vector of interest, k. The electron and ion col- weaker "type 2" echoeswhoseDoppler velocitiesare less
lisionfrequencies
(•e,•i) and gyrofrequencies
(f•e,f•i) than the ion-acousticspeed also follow the dispersion
also appear together to form the anisotropyparameter relation.
• ----l•el•i/•e•i, whichis muchsmallerthan 1, and ex6. Aspect sensitivity: Fluid and kinetic theories
pressesthe field-alignednature of the irregularities.It provideextremely strongdampingof plasmaperturbais common to modify the anisotropy• to include the tions with significantcomponentparallel to the mag-

parallelcomponent
of k [FejerandProvidakes,
1987],so netic field. Thus the basis(if not the details)of the
one will occasionallyseemore complicateddefinitionsof strongfield alignment is completelyunderstood.
•; thus it is important to refer to the dispersionrelation
F region irregularity Doppler shifts observedby HF
from which the definition

arose.

radarssatisfya cosinelaw (w = k. Va) quiteprecisely.

The collisionsare dominated by electron-neutral-and Howeverthe cosinelaw suggested
by the E regiondision-neutral interactions; at these altitudes the neutral persion relation is not a precisepredictor of Doppler

atmosphereis 4-6 ordersof 'magnitudedenserthan
the plasma. Electronshavevery rapid diffusionalong
the magneticfield, expressed
throughDez •0 Te/meye
[$ahr,1990].

ß
shifts(cf. Robinson,1993). It is importantto remem-

ber that the E region ions are strongly coupledto the
neutral fluid, so that the drift velocity Va dependsnot
only upon the electric field but also upon the neutral
Large scalegradientsin the density No are expressed wind. The "cosinelaw" may be precisebut in a way
through the scalelength L• which is definedas follows: that is unknowablefrom groundobservations.
Although some linear theoretical developmenthas

N0lk x BI

Ln= k. VNx B

(6)

The complexity of the definition reflects the fact that

the densitygradientmay be stabilizingor destabilizing
dependingupon its direction with respectto k and the
sign of wk. It is possibleto manipulate this contribution
of the density gradient into a somewhatsimpler form;
the gradient is destabilizingif

[E. k x B] [VN. k x B] > 0

(7)

This inequality is sometimeswritten as E. V N > 0,

but this is incorrect(counterexamplesare easyto construct).
The fluid theory dispersionrelation explains many
featuresobservedin radar and soundingrocket data.
1. Ion-acoustic waves: The characteristicwave phase
velocities observed by radars are those of ion sound
waves. Sounding rockets universally confirm the existence of meter scaledensity perturbations.
2. E region source: Magnetized electrons and unmagnetizedions exist only in the regionbelow 150 km
and above about 80 km. Collisionaldamping and low
plasma densitiesprecludesignificantirregularitiesbelow 95 km, while increasingtemperatures(higher ion
acousticspeed)and ion magnetizationshutsoff the instability above about 125 km.
3. Threshold electric field: Echoesappear when the
ambientelectricfield causesthe E x B velocityto exceed
the ion acousticspeed.
4. Unstable region: The strongestechoesare due to
irregularitiespropagatingnearly parallel to the E x B
direction, and these "type 1" echoesfit linear theory

beenkinetic[Farley,1963],mosthasbeenfluid [Fejer
and Kelley, 1980, Fejer et al., 1984]. With respectto
incoherentscattertheory,the linear theoryof electrojet
irregularities has some deficits. Of particular note are
the following.
1. Equation of state: The adiabaticity or isothermality (% and 7i) of the electronand ion gasesis not understoodin detail, and thereforethe ion acousticspeed,
a crucialparameter,is poorlydefined[FarleyandProvidakes,1989].
2. Ion acousticspeed:Becausethe auroral electrojet
irregularitiesare formedin a plasmawhichis clearlynot
in thermodynamicequilibrium (unequalelectronand
ion temperatures,large amplitude irregularities),the
thermodynamic equilibrium notion of an ion-acoustic

speed.isproblematic.
3. Spectralform: The irregularityvelocityspectrum
is very well measuredfor 3 meter waves,but sinceit is
not excitedby thermalfluctuationsit cannot(yet) be
quantitatively interpreted in the senseof the incoherent
scatter spectrum.

4. Scatteringcrosssection:Sincethere is no amplitude closurethrougha fluctuation-dissipation
theorem,
the theoreticalscatteringcrosssectionis unknown(see
commentson nonlineartheories,below).
It is often suggestedthat linearly unstableirregularities have a phase velocity characteristicof the ion
acoustic speed rather than the somewhat faster elec-

tron drift velocity,as predictedby linear (fluid) theory [St.-Mauriceet al., 1994],but there is no unambiguousevidenceof this at high latitudes. For example, the electronand ion temperaturesare rarelyknown
when irregularities are present, and the functional de-
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pendence of the ion acoustic speed upon the electron
qbk
• --imiYi
nk
k•.eVa.k -(10)
and ion temperatures is also not clearly understood,so
No
theories which depend upon this "saturation velocity"
of the irregularitiesrest on shaky ground. There is a Usingthis approximationaswell asthe symmetrywhich
fairly simpleradar experimentwhich providesevidence must exist in the convolutionsum, we have

of a saturationvelocityin the equatorialelectrojet[Farley and Providakes,1989; Balsleyand Farley, 1971],but
the geometry of the magnetic field prohibits an equivalent ground-basedexperimentat high latitudes.
Nonlinear

Lknk----•

Mkpq
--

Theory

Mkpqltpltq

(11)

p+q--k

i +½

q.v)

(12)

The coefficientMkpqrepresentsthe extent to which
The detectionof irregularitiesby rather small radars
is immediateevidenceof the large amplitude, and thus a particular wave k is affectedby the amplitudesof two
turbulent, nature of the irregularities. Most of the non- other wavesp and q which "conservemomentum" in the
linear theory results from extension of the two-fluid lin-

ear theory to includethe largestnonlinearterm, which
is proportionalto B.Vnx V'•b,whereB is magneticfield,
Vn is the gradient of the densityperturbation, and V•b
is the electric field associatedwith the perturbation.
There are three major contemporary approachesin
nonlineartheory: (1) globaltheoriesof turbulencein a

sense that

k =p+q

(13)

This property arises from a convolution of the nonlinear term during the Fourier transform. Examination of this term showsthat although the waveshave
three-dimensional(possible)extent, the nonlinearityis
primarily a purely perpendicular phenomenon. The
homogeneous
, anisotropic
plasma[Sudan,1983;Hamza strongdampingfor finite kz has thus led most numerical
and St.-Maurice, 1993ab];(2) three wave interaction modellersto investigatethe purely perpendicular,two-

studies
ofrestricted
systems
[Albert
andSudan,
1991;dimensional
problem.
Alternatively,
restricted
systems
Sahr,
1990;
SahrandFarley,
1995];
and(3)numerihave
been
investigated
inwhich
"three
wave
resonance"

calstudies
[Janhunen,
1992,
$chlegel
andThiemann,
concepts
areinvoked.
Thebasic
argument
here
isthat
1994,
Oppenheim,
1995,
Newman,
1979].
Therecent
notonly
must
themomentum
hkbeconserved,
butthe
numerical
studies
arequite
interesting
andseem
torep-energy
hwaSwell,
namely
resent Nature well. The numerics are very difficult
becauseof the very large electron-ionmassratio, the
wk = •op+ Wq
(14)
marginal applicabilityof fluid theory,and the minimum
of two spatial dimensionsnecessaryfor appropriaterep- Thisapproach
hasbeenusedforboththeequatorial[Alresentation.Janhunenusesa kinetic particle model for bertandSudan,1991]andthe auroralelectrojets
[Sahr
both electronsand ions; to permit longertime steps, and Farley, 1995]. Someusefulresultshave appeared
the electronsare artificially massive. Oppenheimuses from nonlinear theories:
particle ions and fluid electrons,whichpermits the cor1. Two-step process: The periodic appearanceand
rect massratio. Thiemann and Schlegelinvestigated disappearance
of meter-scalescatteris readilyexplained
the B - Vd plane insteadof the plane perpendicular by a modulationof the plasmaparametersdue to the

to B. Thesekineticandhybridkineticcodessufferthe passage
of a kilometer-scale
wave,whichis itselfprobusualproblemofhavinghighstatisticalnoise
fromfinite ably excitedby the large-scale
gradient[Sudanet al.,
numbersof particles.
1973,Riggin,1987,Fejer andProVidakes,
1987].
In includingthe predominantnonlinearterm andper2. Spectralwidths: Althoughthe agreementis far
forminga spatialFouriertransform,wearriveat thefol- from precise,there is a generalunderstanding
of the
lowingnonlinearpartial differentialequation[Sahrand spectralwidthsobservedby VHF radars[$t.-Maurice

Farley,1995]:

andSchlegel,
1982;Sahr,1990;$t.-Mauriceet al.,1994].
Hamza and St-Maurice [1993a,b] offereda particu-

Lk- v•.
•b(k}C•
2+ •'•
2 (8)larly
02
)+(l+•p)
simple
expression
relating
the
Doppler
velocity
and
•0+ik.Vd+D•z
k•
width,
namely,
½

L•n•- • • •2.(pxq)•p.q
p+q=k

(9)
This expressionis particularly valuablebecauseit can

Thus the amplitude of someFourier mode n• is coupled be experimentally tested.

to the amplitudeand electrostaticpotentialassociated

Beyondthis, nonlineartheory has not yieldedmuch

with all othermodesnp,•q. With furthermanipula- information that can actually be used to understand
tion the electrostatic potential can be eliminated. A

radar data. Althoughthe nonlineartheoriesare fairly

common
approximation
is derivedfromthe continuityconsistent
with data,theyarenotverypredictive,
nor
of current[Sudan,1983,$ahr, 1990]:

are they readily disprovable
by experiments.Sudan
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[1983]developeda very influentialreasoning;
he pos- locities below the ion acoustic speed are called "type
tulated that the effective electron collisionfrequency ye

2." Many have reported an apparent surplusof narrow

Dopplerspectrawith mean velocitiesnear Cs/2, and
thesespectrahavecometo be knownas "type3." Occasionally,veryhighvelocityspectra(usuallynarrow)are
observed,and these are denoted "type 4." It is worth
thisideawaspresented
byRobinson
andHonary[1990]. noting that someinvestigatorsdo not requiretypes 1,
While one can manipulate the value of •b to better con- 3, or 4 to be narrow. There is occasionalreferenceto
formto someobserved
features,the theoretical
link ex- "type2" asbeingsynonymous
with "gradientdrift" and
plaininghow and why t ø do this is weak,and thereare "type 1" as meaning "two stream," but the vectorelecconsistency
problems.If oneincreases
•bto a valuelarge tric field and density gradientsare rarely knownin the
enoughto explainthe detectionof echoesat an aspect scatteringvolume. Additional typesin radar data have
by someexperimenters;without denying
angleof 4ø• very large electrondrift velocitiesare re- beensuggested
quired, and many more perpendicularmodesbecome their existence,we leavethem for now [Haldoupisand
Nielsen, 1989b; Tanaka et al., 1990; Kunitake et al.,
linearly unstable.
1993].
The "Watermann plot" is by far the most reasonable
Outstanding Problems in Electro jet
basisfor classification
of radarpowerspectra(seeFigure
3 of Watermannet al. [1989]).It is simplya scatterplot
Irregularity Studies
of the secondversusfirst momentsof a Dopplerpower
Two major classesof problemsimpede the under- spectrum;an exampleof a Watermannplot is Shown
standingof electrojet irregularities:problemscreated in Figure8. The axesmay be calibratedin eitherveby humansand problemssuppliedby Nature. Nature locity or frequency;sinceit now appearsthat there are
challenges
usto carefullyrun andinterpretexperiments; no gyrophenomenain auroral electrojet irregularities,a
as humans, we hope to progressin an orderly and un- velocity calibration will simplify interinstrument comparisons. One practical problem is the lack of useful
derstandable way.
The."type" nomenclatureis widely usedbut poorly algorithmicdefinitionof "spectralwidth." Fourierdo-

becomessubstantiallylarger in the presenceof turbulence. This modifiesthe anisotropyparameter•b* whose
new (larger) valueis injectedinto the theoryas a turbulentlymodifiedparameter. A further development
of

defined.It addresses
a needto describe
thephenomenonmain methods must carefully subtract the noisepower,
empiricallyand if pursuedfurther, canbe usedto "clas-

which

sify"spectrain waysthat are phenomenologically
use-

estimates;there is an additional bias associatedwith
the cyclicnatureof the discreteFouriertransform[Sahr,
1990]. Correlationdomainmethodsmay be more robust, but one will get different answersif fitting the

ful. The "type 1" label has been attached to strong,
narrow spectrawith mean velocity near the ion acoustic speed. Broad Doppler spectra with Doppler ve-

will bias conventional
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Figure 8. An exampleof a "WatermannPlot" of 60,000second
vs. first momentstakenfrom
onehourof CUPRI data duringthe 1989ERRRIS campaign.The darkerthe shade,the more
echoes
presentwith the givenfirstandSecond
moments.
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correlation function to gaussianor exponential forms, Experimental Studies
or computing the mean autocorrelationtime. There is
Radar Experiments. There are severalimportant
someevidencethat the spectra are actually characterradar
experimentsthat shouldbe performed. Many of
izedby differentspectralformsanyway[Hanuiseet al.,

1993].However,it is clearthat the severalradarsshould the experimentsmay seemnatural for soundingrockagreeas well as provide a parameter of useto theorists. ets but with radar one has the possibilityof long-term
studies, which are impossiblewith any current in situ
technology.
SeveralreportscomparemeanDopplershifts[Haldoupis 1. Spatial spectra: A few multi-frequencyradar ex-

All these radars observethe same phenomenon,but
it is difficult to make detailed comparisonsof their data.

and Nielsen,1989a; Watermannet al., 1989],and im-

perimentshavebeenperformed[cf. Eglitiset al. [1995]],

portant information about type 3 waves has been revealed this way. Nevertheless,other comparisonsare
problematic.
Type 3 waves have enjoyed an especiallycolorful ca-

but the databaseis quite sparseand essentiallyuncalibrated. Suchexperimentsare difficult,giventhe wide
bandwidthradiogearrequired. On the otherhand, mul-

1990; Prikryl et al., 1987; Watermann et al., 1989; Far-

to the k spectrum.

tistaticgeometries
do yielda range0f k vectorsfor a

reef [Fejer and Providakes,1987;Providakesand$eyler, given frequencyand may at least providea local slope

2. Spatial scale:Recentradar observations
of equaley et al., 1991;Haldoupiset al., 1992].While it appears
torial
electrojet
irregularities
reveal
100-m
structure
of
that radarsobservea noticableabundanceof echopower
3-m
irregularities
(this
is
the
resolution
limit
of
the
inwith Doppler velocityC8/2, it is not at all clearthat
a "type 3" echo indicates a physicallydistinct type of strument). Giventhe moreenergetichigh-latitudehabitat, thereis everyreasonto expectsuchanhomogeneity
wave. The most recent work reflects the understandin the auroral electrojet.
attiibutedto electrostatic
ion cyclotron
waves.Among 3. Transverse spatial scale: The fine scale referred
other evidence,it appearsthat the type 3 echois better to above is parallel to the radar k vector; the threecharacterizedby a characteristicDopplervelocityrather dimensionalstructureis important. If we define100-m
than a characteristicDoppler frequencyshift. Recently, as a desirable resolution, it is obvious that VHF an$ahr and Farley [1995]haveoffereda three-wavereso- tennas with sufficientlynarrow beamsare impractical.
nancetheory whichsuggests
that type 3 wavesare the Thus interferometric experimentswith antenna baselines of several kilometers are needed.
linearly stable waveswhich are "most likely" to be ex4. Scatteringstudies: On the other hand, the very
cited by linearly unstable wavesof comparablewavelarge amplitudeof the irregularitiessuggests
that mullength.
tiple scatteringmay play a role in radar returns. Is fine
While not well understoodor characterized(chiefly
spatial and temporal structure an artifact of multiple
throughtheir relative rarity), type 4 wavesare distinscatter? There is a need to developradar experiments
guishedby phasevelocitieswell in excessof ordinaryion

ing that VHF •observationsof type 3 echoescannot be

acoustic
speeds
(about450m/s)[Haldoupiset al., 1991].
Three principletheoreticalviewpointsexist. Providakes

which can deducethe presenceof multiplescatter.
Soundingrocketexperiments.Soundingrocketspro-

vide accessto all spatial scalesfrom tens of kilometers

et al. [1988]arguethat type4 wavesareessentially
idento tens of millimeters, and in contrast to radars these
tical to type i wavesin an E regionsubjectto high temmeasurementsare made in physicalspacerather than in
peratures(largeC8) andlargeelectricfields.Haldoupis
(spatial)Fourierspace.It is probablya fundingimposet al. [1995]suggest
that extremelysteepelectrondensibility, but the fundamental requirementfor advance
sity gradientsin the vicinity of auroral arcscan provide
with in situ experimentsis, quitesimply,lots of flights.
substantialfree energyin addition to the ambientelecThe manner in which "lots of flights" can be accomtric field. Haldoupiset al. [1993]also suggestthat a
plishedmay encouragenoveltechnological
approaches,
three-waveresonancemechanismpreferentiallygenerwhich
may
in
turn
attract
new
funding.
ates waveswhosephasevelocity is twice the ion acous1. Auroral arc structure:The high-latitudeproblem
tic speed.The fi•st two theoriesseemto be compatiis
obfuscatedby density and temperature featuresasble, while the third theory contradictsthe fairly explicit
sociatedwith auroral arcs. Someauthorsproposethat
nonlineartheory of $ahr and Farley [1995]regarding
large phase velocity irregularitiesmay be excited ditype 3 echoes,in which they argue that the 'three-wave
rectly,
evenat meter scales,by very steepdensitygraresonance interaction excites waves without substantial
dients. Thomsonscatterradarsare almostcertainlyinmodification of the normal linear phase velocity and
capableof measuringthe hundredmeterscalesizesprocertainly not exceedingthe ion acousticspeed.
posed,leaving in situ measurementsas the only available tool.

Promising Avenues for Future Study
Referringto the previoussectionon outstandingissues,we offer someavenuesfor exploration.

2. Time variability: The more energeticthe auroral
phenomena,the shorter lived they are. It is unreasonable to expect a suitablestatisticalensembleof type
3 and type 4 in situ data without expectingthat many
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Table 3. World Wide Web Addressesfor SomeE RegionIrregularity

Research
UsingRadars
Name

Web Address

MillStc{neHill
http:/ / hyperion.haystack.edu/homepage.
html
EISCAT
http://seldon.eiscat.no/homep
age.html
Arecibo
http://www.naic.edu
Jicamarca
ftp://ee.cornell.edu/pub/jro/jro.html
SuperDARN
http://grant.jhuapl.edu/RADAR/SD-homepage.html
http://dac3.gi.alaska.edu/PFRR94-0/W'WW/DATA/VUF.UTM HLMS

http://isdl.ee.washington.edu/S
PP/Projects/CUPRI
http://www.mpae.gwdg.
de/mpae_projects
/ STARE.html
http://ion. ac.le.uk/sabre/sabre.html

CUPRI
STARE
SABRE

flights
willcompletely
miss
regions
inwhich
such
echoesical studiesshowa great deal of promise,but are clearly
areoccurring.
It takesapproximately
2 minfora sound- running into the usual compuationalresourceproblems
ing rocketto reachthe E region;a "type 3 event"may that "big" simulationsface.
Linear Theory. The field has enjoyeda fairly comlast 20 s (althoughthere are alsolong-livedexamples).
3. Instrumentenhancement:Althoughgreat ad- plete linear theory for thirty years, with useful emvances have been made in electric field "interferometbellishmentsappearing through the 1980s. Two areas
ric" measurements,sounding rocket payloads are al- could use a bit of work. First, the short wavelength
ways compromisesin instrument capability, in terms of boundary of fluid theory applicability shouldbe investinumbers of and complexity of booms, data rates, and gated. Second,thermaltransport(the energyequation)
electromagnetic
compatibility(interference).Measure- should be further tested.
More generally,we shouldstudy the reasonableness
ments can be improved, very likely through new techof assumingthermodynamicequilibrium in what is apniques.
4. Parallel electric fields: Any reasonabletheoretical parently a non equilibrium plasma. To what extent can
inquiry into theseirregularitiesleadsto questionsabout one even define the ratio of specificheats 7 neededto
the tiny componentof the wave and DC electric fields compute an ion acousticspeed?
Nonlinear theory. Much of the nonlinear theory is
parallel to the magnetic field. This is a very difficult
dissapointingin that it doesnot make clear predictions
measurementto make; it shouldbe made.
5. Novel approaches:There are somenontraditional
methodsof placing many payloadsin the E regionwith

considerablyless expensethan conventional"heavy"
soundingrockets. Some enhancedmeteorologicalengines should be able to 1.oft5-kg payloads to 110 km
or more; specialhowitzerscan also achieveE region
altitudes. It is becomingpossibleto constructtethers
longerthan 100km whichmightdescend
fromsatellites
in relativelystableorbitsinto the E region.A rotating,

tetheredpayloadcouldhavefairlylowvelocity(andlow
aerodynamicdrag) in the E Region.
Multi instrument campaigns.Somemulti-instrument
campaignshave occurredwhich combineremotesensing and in situ experiments.Obviouslya great deal
can be learnedfrom suchcampaigns[Providakes
et al.,
1988; Pfaff et al., 1992; Rose et al., 1992]. However
thereis enoughapparentdisagreement
in radar observations, and a relative paucityof in situ observationthat
simpler,singleinstrumentinvestigations
remainuseful.

about what we have observed or what we can observe.

The most useful aspect of nonlinear theory has been
the identificationof the strongestnonlinear term. This
providesa means to excite linearly stable waves.
There are exceptions;the relatively simple "two-step

process"
[Kudekiet al., 1982]providesa veryneatexplanation for periodic excitation of meter-scalewaves
by the passageof kilometer-scalewaves which modulate the back ground density gradient.
One also hopes that nonlinear theory can provide a
simple statement about the spectral form. In particular, there is evidencefor both gaussianand lorentzian
spectralshapesin HF and VHF data; why shouldone
or the other or both appear?
Numerical

simulations.

Recent numerical simulations

of the E regionare quite satisfying,but sufferfrom short
runs and limited grids; they are still two-dimensional.
The primary limitation seemsto be one of supercomputer resourceand capability, although one can also
The strikingonsetof the World Wide Web (.WWW) hope for revolutionarysimulationtechniqueswhich rewill permit the post facto synthesisof multi instrument quire much less speed and memory to achievecontemmanner).
campaigns. A partial list of WWW links appearsin poraryresults(in a convincing
Table

3.

Theoretical

Studies

Cross Disciplinary Studies

The radar aurora is a fascinatingphenomenonwhich
Theoretical studies are at a bit of an impasse. There
seemsto be no need to develop linear theories fur- we may study purely for its role in the larger tapestry
ther, and formal turbulent theoretical developments of Nature. We may also stand back to seehow this bit
haveproblemswith predictionand verification.Numer- of fabric fits into larger garments.
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1. Global modelling inputs: Successfulmodellingof
the large-scalebehavior of the ionosphereand magnetosphereis hinderedby the enormousrange of important spatial scales.The auroral E regionis a singularly
important electricalload to larger-scalesourcesin the
magnetosphereand magneto tail. While it is probably impractical to include the centimeter-scalelimit of
electrojet irregularities, it probably is possibleto pro-
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